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Recently numerous developing economies have been in the process of liberalizing their 

services businesses which were previously operated by state-trading enterprises, mostly 

endowed with monopoly rights. Two aspects of liberalization can be articulated as 

“privatization of state-trading enterprises” and “opening the relevant business to competition”. 

This recent trend has been reflected to multilateral trade statistics so that the rapid 

augmentation in the shares of foreign direct investment and trade in services (mode 3) within 

aggregate multilateral trade have been visible. Liberalization and privatization bring about 

particular challenges and opportunities. Certain services, such as compulsory car inspection 

services are addressed to final consumer whilst certain others, inter alia insurance and 

financial services, are essential facilities for an extensive group of manufacturers. Seaport 

services can be accepted among the outstanding businesses that customers purchase for their 

professional operations. In cases where the governments observe certain principles of 

Competition Policy, liberalization process is likely to bring efficiency to seaport services that 

would immediately spill over to other industries. However failure in the process can end up 

with exchange of a state monopoly with private monopoly, consequently a high cost on export 

and import of the host economy.  

 

The goal of this paper is to articulate the determinants of success and failure during the 

liberalization process. Even though not necessarily, in most liberalization cases foreign direct 

investors play the key role either by acquiring the former state monopoly or by joining the 

competition as a “new-comer competitor”. Consequently the relevant policy to be adopted by 

the host country should be composed of a blend of harmonized relevant policies, inter alia 

Foreign Direct Investment Policy, Competition Policy and the Rules of Multilateral Trade law 

(those of the GATS, in particular). Hence this paper contains perspectives from the relevant 

disciplines. The first chapter deals with the “Virtues of free competition and its interaction 

with development priorities”. The second chapter tries to answer the question “which 



competition policy to render foreign direct investment stimulus for economic development?” 

The third chapter deals with the GATS rules. Finally the last chapter is the Conclusion. 

 

Without any doubt, a perfect development strategy contains by far more than a perfect 

Competition Policy. Where relevant, governments may tend to sacrifice the excellent 

competition climate for another goal which is more vital for their development strategies, 

such as employment level. However, in most cases other goals which appear as vital at a first 

glance can be achieved without any sacrifice of competition. Outstanding example to this 

phenomenon is “privatization revenue”. In a case where a host economy grants an exclusive 

right to a foreign operator, definitely the privatization revenue would be much higher than the 

revenue to be accrued to the treasury by granting the right to “compete on the level playing 

field”. The fact is the difference between two values will be paid by the customer in the 

course of time. Given that the customers are composed a vast majority of exporters and 

importers, high costs in the seaports business will be a burden for the economic development. 

 

Another question to be raised within this article is “Are we really able to execute the 

provisions that we incorporate to protocols?” Regulatory measures (central discipline) are 

often seen as an easy alternative to free competition (private discipline). In most cases 

governments tend to fix maximum or certain prices to anchor the services costs. Where the 

anchors are elastic the dominant enterprise is likely to insist on augmenting the prices. Where 

the anchors are not elastic, then the private dominant company is likely to fail which would 

end up with interruption of trade. The experiences show that a tight regulation appears as an 

easier way of liberalizing the relevant services however the enforceability of the tight 

regulation is not as easy as it seems to be most of the time. 

 

When competition is concerned, maintaining the competition in the auxiliary services 

becomes vital. GATS Articles VIII and IX require the signatories to obey certain rules in this 

regard however the host economies should do this in order to ameliorate their own investment 

climate and competitiveness.  

 

The paper has been composed with a special emphasis on Turkey’s privatizations 

experience in seaports services however the logical background thereof depends upon the 

lessons absorbed from several other cases, e.g. liberalization of passenger transportation by 

airways and privatization of compulsory car inspection services.  
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1. Virtues of Free Competition and its Interaction with Development Goals: 
As generally accepted, competition brings about higher quality of customer-oriented 

goods and services together with more reasonable prices. As regards the seaport 

services business, competitive service providers are expected to supply their services in 

a timely manner for reasonable prices. Customers of a seaport service are freight carriers 

that are highly sensitive to delays in the production of the relevant service. Seaport 

services are consequently treated as “essential facility”.  

 

 Ironically, liberalization of seaport services often ends up with consequences 

which are different than its goals. The trigger of transition from State-Trading Enterprise 

(STE) monopoly to liberalized business is rarely the goal to achieve competition. In cases 

where the conventional service operator STE experiences a financial or operational lack 

of capacity, privatization of the relevant STE or liberalization of the relevant service 

becomes indispensable. Another common trigger is the trade deficit and need to get 

privatization revenue. However the outstanding consequences of liberalization are 

competition-related ones. A typical outcome of existence of competition in a relevant 

market is the fact that enterprises doing business in this relevant market become more 

competitive. Within last decade Turkey became a major exporter of “airports facilities” 

and “ground handling operations”, both under Mode 3. Turkish companies’ success in the 

international arena dates back to the opening of this relevant business to competition. 

Previously the service providers used to focus their business efforts to profit maximization 

in a limited volume of transaction.  

 

A monopoly in seaports services is supposed to cause higher prices to be 

reflected to customers. Given that the customers in this business are not end users but 

other service providers, they are likely to reflect the extra costs to a vast spectrum of end 

users. In other words, high costs in container handling business causes price increases 

in all imported goods, from apples to computers. Probably more importantly, exporters, 

too, encounter higher costs compared to their international competitors paying less for 

the like container handling service due to competition in their territories. Direct efficiency-

lessening effects stemming from lack of competition in the seaport services are visible in 

the relevant business itself and in businesses purchasing the service from port-operators. 

 

Besides the efficiency-lessening effects, a lack of competition in seaports services 

is likely to distort the competition among freight carriers and/or cruise operators, where 

relevant. 



 

2. Which Competition Policy to render Foreign Direct Investment stimulus for 
Economic Development? 

Privatizations and liberalizations are transactions which are likely to enable treasury to 

accrue revenue. At a first glance revenue collection appears to be the most attractive 

aspect of economic development. The relevant government agencies responsible of 

privatization are accepted to be successful with the privatization revenue being regarded 

as the sole criterion. However, it is vital to analyze how much did the acquiring enterprise 

paid for each component of privatization. 

a) Right to do business by competing on a level playing field is the 

fundamental item that an enterprise acquires.  

b) Financial Concessions are the first step extra gains from privatizations. 

Tax holidays are the typical examples. Financial concessions augment the 

revenue of an acquisition however they will be paid back to the payer within 

time. Yet financial concessions can be accepted as development-friendly 

measures because they are likely to attract the companies that are 

assuming higher trade volumes in near future. 

c) Elimination of Competition definitely augments the spot value of the 

transaction however the cost of this concession will be paid by a vast 

number of end users in the short term. A typical case encountered by the 

privatization bodies is the situation where the value of a set of assets is 

greater than the aggregate value of the assets when they are delivered 

separately. As a simple example, there are two seaports in a given country, 

namely port A and port B. The enterprise candidate to the privatization offers 

a certain value to both ports, however a lower aggregate value to each of 

them in case they are privatized separately. The gap between the value of A 

and B ensemble and aggregate values of A and B stands for the value 

offered for elimination of competition. 

 

d) Power to Dominate Auxiliary Services may motivate the potential 

investors. Seaports operators have to perform several auxiliary services 

either themselves or via their affiliate companies, such as towage and pilot 

services. Elimination of competition in these auxiliary services  

 

On the other hands, there exist certain situations diminishing the value of the 

transaction. Political uncertainty, e.g. possibility to encounter bureaucratic difficulties, forces 



the potential investors to limit their offers. Legal uncertainties and commercial uncertainties 

generate similar consequences.  

 

The experiences show that the most effective way to augment privatization or 

liberalization revenues is elimination of political, legal and commercial uncertainties rather 

than that of competition in the relevant business and auxiliary services.   

 

3. Regulation Vs Competition: 
A significant phenomenon encountered during the privatization and liberalization 

processes is the fact that governments feel a high level of self-confidence in regulating the 

commercial parameters of post-liberalization period. Within the experience of Turkey, the 

privatization administration has put forward certain strict provisions limiting the enterprises’ 

price augmentations. Accordingly the seaport operators are obliged to increase their service 

fees no more than 10 % per year for the following 5 years term. After the end of 5 years, 

operators are free to fix their services fees. Maximum rate of price increase rule is valid in 

both seaports’ main activities and auxiliary services. The examinations showed that all 

neighbouring seaports operators have augmented their respective prices 10 % per year in 

both main service (freight handling) and auxiliary services. Consequently, it is possible to 

argue that regulation cannot substitute competition. 

 

4. Conclusion: 
 

Contemporary economic order necessitates liberalization of seaports services, or 

privatization of the State-owned enterprises. Outstanding feature of seaports services is the 

fact that this business is an essential facility for a vast majority of economic actors 

manufacturing goods and services. Turkey’s experience shows that the relevant government 

bodies must analyze the investors’ motivations to pay. A potential investor offers a 

transaction value basically for four assets. Right to do business on a level playing field and 

financial concessions are the true earnings of the transaction. Value paid in exchange of 

elimination of competition –either in the main business field or in the auxiliary services- will 

be covered by the consumer soon or late. A wrong decision during the privatization or 

liberalization process is likely to generate negative consequences in several businesses. 

 

Governments mostly err with their assumption that regulating the commercial 

parameters in the relevant business can substitute the competition and regulation is less 

deterrent than competition for the potential investors. The experiences put forward that 

infringement of competition cannot be compensated by regulation. 


